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Abstract
We determine all 120 nonisomorphic systems obtainable from the
projective Steiner triple system of order 31 by at most three Pasch
trades. Exactly three of these, each corresponding to three Pasch
trades, are rigid. Thus three Pasch trades suffice, and are required, in
order to convert the projective system of order 31 to a rigid system.
This contrasts with the projective system of order 15 where four
Pasch trades are required. We also show that four Pasch trades are
required in order to convert the projective system of order 63 to a
rigid system.
AMS classification: 05B07.
Keywords: Pasch configuration; Projective triple system; Steiner triple sys-
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1 Introduction
A Steiner triple system of order v, STS(v), is an ordered pair (V,B) where
V is a v-element set (the points) and B is a set of triples from V (the blocks),
such that each pair from V appears in precisely one block. The necessary
and sufficient condition for the existence of an STS(v) is that v ≡ 1 or 3
(mod 6) [4]; such values of v are called admissible. As is usual, we often
omit set brackets and commas from triples of points, so that {x, y, z} may
be written as xyz when no confusion is likely. An automorphism of an
STS(v) = (V,B) is a permutation on the points of V that preserves the set
of blocks B. An STS(v) is rigid (automorphism-free or asymmetric) if its
only automorphism is the identity permutation.
If T1 and T2 are disjoint sets of triples from a common point set V that
cover the same pairs of points, then the pair T = {T1, T2} is called a trade
pair and T1 and T2 are tradeable configurations. If an STS(v) contains
a copy of T1, then that copy may be replaced by the corresponding copy
of T2 to give another STS(v). This operation is called a T -trade. The
set of points covered by T1 and T2 is called the foundation of the trade,
and the number of blocks in each Ti (i = 1, 2) is called the volume of the
trade. A Pasch configuration or quadrilateral or 4-cycle P (a, b, c, d, e, f) is
a set of four triples abc, ade, bdf , cef on six distinct points {a, b, c, d, e, f}.
The opposite Pasch configuration is P (a, b, c, d, e, f) = P (f, b, c, d, e, a), and
this covers the same pairs with a disjoint set of triples. If P1 and P2 are
opposite Pasch configurations then P = {P1, P2} is a trade pair and the
corresponding replacement operation is called a Pasch trade. This is the
smallest possible trade in an STS(v), both by foundation and by volume.
The projective triple system Sn of order v = 2
n − 1 is the point-line
design of the projective space PG(n − 1, 2). It may be realized as an
STS(v) = (V,B) with point set V = Zn2 \ {0} and whose blocks com-
prise all triples of points xyz such that x ⊕ y ⊕ z = 0, where ⊕ denotes
vector addition in Zn2 . Most of our results below relate to small values of n
and it is then convenient to represent x = (xn−1, xn−2, · · · , x0) ∈ Z
n
2 as the
number
∑n−1
i=0 xi2
i; for example (1, 0, 1, 1) is represented as 8+ 2+1 = 11.
It is known that, amongst Steiner triple systems on v = 2n − 1 points,
Sn has the largest group of automorphisms and the largest number of Pasch
configurations. In fact |Aut(Sn)| = 2
n(n−1)
2 Πni=2(2
i − 1), see [3, page 41],
and the number of Pasch configurations is v(v−1)(v−3)/24, [5]. Although
the automorphism group of Sn is large, we showed in [2] that, if n ≥ 4,
then by applying n specific Pasch trades to Sn it is possible to obtain a
rigid STS(2n − 1). This result is the best possible for n = 4, since in [1]
there is an analysis of all 80 nonisomorphic STS(15)s, and it is shown that
four Pasch trades are necessary in order to convert S4 to a rigid system.
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Denote by µ(n) the minimum number of Pasch trades needed to convert
Sn to a rigid system, so that µ(4) = 4. In [2] we derived the bounds
n/3 ≤ µ(n) ≤ n, (1)
but the precise value of µ(n) is generally unknown. An obvious question
to ask is whether or not µ(n) is monotonically increasing. This is not the
case since, rather surprisingly, µ(5) = 3. In this note we determine all 120
nonisomorphic systems obtainable from S5 by at most three Pasch trades
and show that exactly three of these, each corresponding to three Pasch
trades, are rigid. We also show that µ(6) = 4.
2 Results
Our results for n = 5 are presented in Tables 1–3. Table i, 1 ≤ i ≤ 3,
contains all the non-isomorphic STS(31)s which are obtained from S5 by
i Pasch trades. For comparison, Table 1 also includes the original system
S5. Of course, in Table i we present only systems which do not appear in
Table j for j < i. For every pair of Pasch configurations in Sn there is
an automorphism mapping one of these configurations to the other. Hence
the first Pasch trade in every case may be taken as {P1, P1}, where P1 =
P (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) and therefore this trade is not listed in any of the tables.
In Tables 2 and 3 we give the Pasch configuration(s) P , such that {P, P}
is the corresponding trade. These trades are followed by the order of the
automorphism group (|Aut|) and by the number of Pasch configurations of
the system (|P |). The tables also give an interesting invariant (Pasch-point
incidence), namely the number of Pasch configurations incident with each
of the 31 points of the system. An entry such as 19824 indicates that 24
points each have 198 incident Pasch configurations. With the exception of
one pair of systems appearing in Table 3 (#89 and #90), each having 48
automorphisms and 821 Pasch configurations, this invariant together with
the number of automorphisms and the number of Pasch configurations
uniquely distinguishes the systems. Note that after making a trade, new
blocks appear in the system and these may lie in Pasch configurations that
can subsequently be traded. Thus Tables 2 and 3 include the results of
trading Pasch configurations not present in the original system S5.
# Number of trades |Aut| |P | Pasch-point incidence
1. 0 9999360 1085 21031
2. 1 9216 989 2101198241626
Table 1. S5 and a single Pasch trade.
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# Trade 2 |Aut| |P | Pasch-point incidence
3. P (1, 8, 9, 16, 17, 24) 32 901 1982187818610154815021221
4. P (7, 8, 15, 16, 23, 24) 96 893 198118618162115011
5. P (1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 14) 128 901 19811884186161621158115461182
6. P (1, 8, 9, 15, 14, 7) 512 901 188418616162215481221
7. P (1, 8, 9, 14, 15, 6) 1024 925 210119441861616681302
8. P (8, 16, 24, 31, 23, 15) 1152 893 21011861815012
9. P (1, 2, 4, 5, 3, 7) 4608 941 1922416231384
Table 2. Two Pasch trades.
There are several interesting observations related to the 120 STS(31)s
presented in Tables 1 to 3. First, observe that although |Aut(S5)| is not a
power of 2, as many as 96 out of these 120 systems have an automorphism
group order which is a power of 2. Second, the least number of Pasch
configurations, namely 797, does not occur with a rigid system, but with
three systems having 24, 32 and 576 automorphisms (#72, #73 and #115
respectively). Third, only 11 of the systems are obtained by Pasch trades
which use a block not present in S5 (i.e., at least one of the blocks appeared
after a previous trade). Perhaps surprisingly, such systems have relatively
many automorphisms. One of these systems is the last in Table 2 (#9)
and the others are the systems #57, #71, #98, #99, #100, #101, #109,
#110, #112 and #120.
Our final remark is related to the analogous problem for S6. Using
the automorphisms of the STS(63) obtained from S6 by the Pasch trade
{P1, P1}, where P1 = P (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6), we found that three Pasch trades do
not suffice to convert S6 to a rigid system. However, four Pasch trades do
suffice. One such quadruple of trades is determined by the Pasch configura-
tions P (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6), P (1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 14), P (1, 10, 11, 16, 17, 26) and P (2, 5,
7, 32, 34, 37), but there are many others. Listing all quadruples of Pasch
trades that yield nonisomorphic rigid STS(63)s is currently beyond our
computational resources.
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# Trade 2 Trade 3 |Aut| |P | Pasch-point incidence
10. P (1, 8, 9, 16, 17, 24) P (2, 12, 14, 25, 27, 21) 1 813 1862176217581743154114621432142713921142
11. P (1, 8, 9, 16, 17, 24) P (2, 12, 14, 27, 25, 23) 1 813 187118611762175817431541146214321427139113811142
12. P (1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 14) P (2, 9, 11, 16, 18, 25) 1 820 1871186117811772176117561745154115011471146414311422117211311101
13. P (1, 8, 9, 16, 17, 24) P (7, 10, 13, 28, 27, 22) 2 805 186117561747154115011427139213851101
14. P (1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 14) P (2, 13, 15, 16, 18, 29) 2 813 18611772176117541748154115011463144114321423138111411102
15. P (1, 8, 9, 16, 17, 24) P (2, 12, 14, 21, 23, 25) 2 813 1862176417541745150114621434142613811142
16. P (1, 8, 9, 16, 17, 24) P (6, 10, 12, 25, 31, 19) 2 813 187118611751017431541146414341423139113811102
17. P (1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 14) P (2, 8, 10, 16, 18, 24) 2 819 18621782176317541746150114661423120111611132
18. P (1, 8, 9, 15, 14, 7) P (2, 8, 10, 16, 18, 24) 2 820 186117811772176117561745154214711465143214221173
19. P (1, 8, 9, 16, 17, 24) P (2, 8, 10, 21, 23, 29) 2 820 1863177217641754174314711465143214241173
20. P (1, 8, 9, 16, 17, 24) P (2, 8, 10, 23, 21, 31) 2 820 1871186217711765175517421466143214241173
21. P (1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 14) P (1, 10, 11, 16, 17, 26) 2 821 1871186117721758174415411511148214731464143113811101861
22. P (1, 8, 9, 16, 17, 24) P (2, 12, 14, 24, 26, 20) 2 821 187118621771176517551742147314651432142211811142
23. P (1, 8, 9, 16, 17, 24) P (2, 12, 14, 26, 24, 22) 2 821 18731771176517551742147114671432142211811142
24. P (1, 8, 9, 16, 17, 24) P (7, 10, 13, 25, 30, 19) 4 805 18711754174915021428139313831101
25. P (1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 14) P (2, 16, 18, 27, 25, 11) 4 813 18611763175817441541150114631426140111411102
26. P (1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 14) P (7, 10, 13, 16, 23, 26) 4 813 18621772175417481463144214321424138112211102
27. P (1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 14) P (9, 16, 25, 26, 19, 10) 4 813 186117631758174415421501146114271401114111011061
28. P (1, 8, 9, 15, 14, 7) P (2, 16, 18, 26, 24, 10) 4 813 176317581744154215011462142814011142
29. P (1, 8, 9, 16, 17, 24) P (2, 12, 14, 23, 21, 27) 4 813 1981186117641754174514621434142613821142
30. P (1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 14) P (1, 14, 15, 16, 17, 30) 4 821 18611774176417541744154215021466142111411101821
31. P (1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 14) P (1, 16, 17, 26, 27, 10) 4 821 1881186117661758154115011469142114011101861
32. P (1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 14) P (2, 16, 18, 25, 27, 9) 4 821 1881186117671758154115011467142111431101
33. P (1, 8, 9, 16, 17, 24) P (1, 10, 11, 22, 23, 28) 4 821 18711862176417581476146613911382901
34. P (1, 8, 9, 16, 17, 24) P (2, 12, 14, 20, 22, 24) 4 821 1871186217641758174114751465143211421101
35. P (1, 8, 9, 14, 15, 6) P (2, 8, 10, 16, 18, 24) 4 841 19811861184218211762175417461574154215011461142212621242
36. P (1, 8, 9, 16, 17, 24) P (2, 8, 10, 31, 29, 23) 6 820 1873177117631759146614261173
37. P (1, 8, 9, 16, 17, 24) P (2, 8, 10, 20, 22, 28) 6 821 18631774175617431483146314261183
Table 3. Three Pasch trades (page 1 of 4).
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# Trade 2 Trade 3 |Aut| |P | Pasch-point incidence
38. P (1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 14) P (10, 16, 26, 27, 17, 11) 8 805 18611762174121501146114261402138411811061
39. P (1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 14) P (10, 16, 26, 31, 21, 15) 8 805 1763174121541150214611425140113841062
40. P (1, 8, 9, 16, 17, 24) P (7, 10, 13, 20, 19, 30) 8 805 19811754174915011428139413831101
41. P (1, 8, 9, 16, 17, 24) P (7, 10, 13, 21, 18, 31) 8 805 18611754174915021428139413821101
42. P (1, 8, 9, 16, 17, 24) P (10, 22, 28, 29, 23, 11) 8 805 1862175617461428139213861221
43. P (1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 14) P (2, 16, 18, 19, 17, 3) 8 813 186117681748150114631426118111411102
44. P (1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 14) P (2, 16, 18, 26, 24, 10) 8 813 18611763175817441581150114621427140111411102
45. P (1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 14) P (2, 16, 18, 29, 31, 13) 8 813 1981176317581744150114631427140111411102
46. P (1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 14) P (2, 16, 18, 31, 29, 15) 8 813 188117631758174415021463142711411102
47. P (1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 14) P (7, 16, 23, 26, 29, 10) 8 813 1881186117621758174414631428140112211102
48. P (1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 14) P (8, 16, 24, 26, 18, 10) 8 813 18611763175817441541150114621427140111811102
49. P (1, 8, 9, 15, 14, 7) P (6, 10, 12, 16, 22, 26) 8 813 186117621754174815011464144214341422138112211101
50. P (1, 8, 9, 16, 17, 24) P (6, 10, 12, 19, 21, 25) 8 813 18621758174515011464143813811102
51. P (1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 14) P (2, 5, 7, 16, 18, 21) 8 821 186217741764175217461472146612211144
52. P (1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 14) P (2, 16, 18, 23, 21, 7) 8 821 186117741764175417441541146912211143
53. P (1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 14) P (2, 16, 18, 24, 26, 8) 8 821 1881186117611174415011468142111811143
54. P (1, 8, 9, 15, 14, 7) P (2, 16, 18, 25, 27, 9) 8 821 18811767175815421468142211811142
55. P (1, 8, 9, 14, 15, 6) P (2, 16, 18, 26, 24, 10) 8 837 19811823175817441661158215441461142412611222
56. P (1, 8, 9, 16, 17, 24) P (1, 14, 15, 26, 27, 20) 12 821 1873177217661744146121393901
57. P (1, 2, 4, 5, 3, 7) P (2, 8, 10, 16, 18, 24) 12 857 192118112180615431504144113031021
58. P (1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 14) P (10, 16, 26, 29, 23, 13) 16 805 1861176217412162114611426140213841062
59. P (1, 8, 9, 16, 17, 24) P (7, 10, 13, 19, 20, 25) 16 805 18611754174915021428139413821101
60. P (1, 8, 9, 16, 17, 24) P (10, 20, 30, 31, 21, 11) 16 805 1862175417481428139413841221
61. P (1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 14) P (7, 16, 23, 25, 30, 9) 16 813 186117681748154115011428118111411102
62. P (1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 14) P (9, 16, 25, 31, 22, 15) 16 813 176817481541150214611428118111411101
63. P (1, 8, 9, 15, 14, 7) P (6, 16, 22, 26, 28, 10) 16 813 1881176217581744150114641428140112211101
64. P (1, 8, 9, 16, 17, 24) P (6, 10, 12, 21, 19, 31) 16 813 19811861175817451464143813821102
65. P (1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 14) P (1, 16, 17, 31, 30, 15) 16 821 176817581542150214691101861
Table 3. Three Pasch trades (page 2 of 4).
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# Trade 2 Trade 3 |Aut| |P | Pasch-point incidence
66. P (1, 8, 9, 15, 14, 7) P (1, 10, 11, 16, 17, 26) 16 821 186117621758174415021482147814621381901
67. P (1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 14) P (2, 16, 18, 21, 23, 5) 16 837 1861182417641748162115821544146114221224
68. P (1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 14) P (1, 16, 17, 30, 31, 14) 16 845 198118241764175816611621158514641222941
69. P (1, 8, 9, 14, 15, 6) P (1, 10, 11, 16, 17, 26) 16 845 1981186118221758174415981542146213811181981
70. P (1, 8, 9, 14, 15, 6) P (2, 16, 18, 24, 26, 8) 16 845 198119411823176817441584154214641264
71. P (1, 2, 4, 5, 3, 7) P (1, 8, 9, 16, 17, 24) 16 853 192118181801015021484144113041221
72. P (7, 8, 15, 16, 23, 24) P (9, 18, 27, 31, 22, 13) 24 797 17413150313815
73. P (7, 8, 15, 16, 23, 24) P (9, 18, 27, 28, 21, 14) 32 797 186117412162113817
74. P (1, 8, 9, 15, 14, 7) P (10, 16, 26, 28, 22, 12) 32 805 176217412162115011428140213841101
75. P (1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 14) P (7, 16, 23, 31, 24, 15) 32 813 17681748158115011462142812211102
76. P (1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 14) P (8, 16, 24, 31, 23, 15) 32 813 17681748162115011462142811811102
77. P (1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 14) P (2, 5, 7, 9, 11, 12) 32 819 18811802174161541150114741181116211411132
78. P (1, 6, 7, 16, 17, 22) P (2, 16, 18, 23, 21, 7) 32 819 1802174161542150114811474118111621132
79. P (1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 14) P (1, 16, 17, 23, 22, 7) 32 821 1861176121744150214691182821
80. P (1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 14) P (1, 16, 17, 24, 25, 8) 32 821 186117681758154214691142821
81. P (1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 14) P (1, 16, 17, 25, 24, 9) 32 821 186117681758158214691102821
82. P (1, 8, 9, 15, 14, 7) P (1, 16, 17, 26, 27, 10) 32 821 18811761017441502146121401901
83. P (1, 8, 9, 15, 14, 7) P (2, 16, 18, 23, 21, 7) 32 821 1768175815421461012211142
84. P (1, 8, 9, 14, 15, 6) P (7, 10, 13, 16, 23, 26) 32 829 186118221741216211548146213831182
85. P (1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 14) P (7, 16, 23, 24, 31, 8) 32 837 1981182417641748158215441424130112611222
86. P (1, 8, 9, 14, 15, 6) P (2, 16, 18, 23, 21, 7) 32 837 1824176417481661162115821544142412611222
87. P (1, 8, 9, 14, 15, 6) P (1, 16, 17, 26, 27, 10) 32 845 19811941182217681744158814651181981
88. P (1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 14) P (1, 10, 11, 14, 15, 4) 48 820 1802174161543151314831133781
89. P (1, 8, 9, 16, 17, 24) P (1, 10, 11, 20, 21, 30) 48 821 186317512147121383901
90. P (1, 8, 9, 16, 17, 24) P (1, 10, 11, 21, 20, 31) 48 821 186317512147121383901
91. P (1, 8, 9, 16, 17, 24) P (6, 10, 12, 18, 20, 24) 48 821 1863175121741147121103
92. P (1, 8, 9, 15, 14, 7) P (10, 16, 26, 27, 17, 11) 64 805 17621741215021428140213841221
93. P (1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 14) P (9, 16, 25, 30, 23, 14) 64 813 1861176817481621154114281104
Table 3. Three Pasch trades (page 3 of 4).
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# Trade 2 Trade 3 |Aut| |P | Pasch-point incidence
94. P (1, 8, 9, 14, 15, 6) P (7, 16, 23, 26, 29, 10) 64 829 194118221741216211548146113841182
95. P (1, 8, 9, 14, 15, 6) P (10, 16, 26, 27, 17, 11) 64 829 198118221741215481462138413011181
96. P (1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 14) P (2, 8, 10, 13, 15, 5) 64 837 186217416166116211564150212611224
97. P (1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 14) P (1, 16, 17, 22, 23, 6) 64 845 18611824176817441621158815411462902
98. P (1, 2, 4, 5, 3, 7) P (1, 8, 9, 10, 11, 2) 64 857 18341801615421504138113421181981
99. P (1, 8, 9, 14, 15, 6) P (1, 2, 4, 8, 14, 10) 64 869 19811941190118611801615641501138412211181
100. P (1, 2, 4, 5, 3, 7) P (8, 16, 24, 26, 18, 10) 72 845 180181503144613811263
101. P (1, 2, 4, 5, 3, 7) P (8, 16, 24, 25, 17, 9) 96 845 180181621150214461264
102. P (1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 14) P (1, 10, 11, 13, 12, 7) 128 821 188117416152214891182821
103. P (1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 14) P (2, 5, 7, 15, 13, 10) 128 825 1802174161582150612611164
104. P (1, 8, 9, 14, 15, 6) P (10, 16, 26, 29, 23, 13) 128 829 21011822174121548146213841182
105. P (1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 14) P (2, 5, 7, 8, 10, 13) 128 837 198118621741615641502130112611224
106. P (1, 6, 7, 16, 17, 22) P (2, 17, 19, 20, 22, 5) 128 837 19411862174161621156415411226
107. P (1, 8, 9, 14, 15, 6) P (1, 16, 17, 23, 22, 7) 128 845 1824176817441621158814641301981
108. P (1, 8, 9, 14, 15, 6) P (2, 16, 18, 21, 23, 5) 128 861 210118281748170215481344
109. P (1, 2, 4, 5, 3, 7) P (2, 8, 10, 11, 9, 3) 128 869 186418016166116211581156413821022
110. P (1, 2, 4, 5, 3, 7) P (1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 14) 192 857 1921183418016152313241183
111. P (1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 14) P (1, 10, 11, 12, 13, 6) 256 845 194117416162216081542902
112. P (1, 2, 4, 5, 3, 7) P (1, 8, 9, 14, 15, 6) 256 869 18641801616211564138413011221
113. P (1, 8, 9, 15, 14, 7) P (6, 16, 22, 23, 17, 7) 384 821 176121744146121223
114. P (1, 8, 9, 14, 15, 6) P (1, 10, 11, 13, 12, 7) 512 845 174161621160815441301981
115. P (8, 16, 24, 31, 23, 15) P (9, 18, 27, 28, 21, 14) 576 797 21011741213818
116. P (1, 8, 9, 14, 15, 6) P (2, 8, 10, 13, 15, 5) 768 861 210119821741616261346
117. P (1, 8, 9, 14, 15, 6) P (1, 16, 17, 22, 23, 6) 768 893 2101182121744170121142
118. P (1, 8, 9, 15, 14, 7) P (6, 10, 12, 13, 11, 7) 1536 821 17416148121223
119. P (1, 8, 9, 14, 15, 6) P (1, 10, 11, 12, 13, 6) 3072 893 210117812174161142
120. P (1, 2, 4, 5, 3, 7) P (1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 3) 8064 917 189241387
Table 3. Three Pasch trades (page 4 of 4).
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